
January 15, 2023 KYW WK2 Recipe for God’s Will

Sermon	Notes	
Romans 12:1-2; 2 Timothy 3:14-17; Isaiah 55:8-9; Galatians 6:7-10; Proverbs 13:20; Luke 15:11-32, 

22; Genesis 2 & 3 

The primary way God guides us to discover His will for our lives is through ____________________. 

The ___________ ______________, and keeps on ___________________, God’s will for your life. 

A principle is an unchanging, timeless _____________. 

3 ways principles appear in the Bible: 

Some are __________________. 

Some are __________________. 

Some are __________________. 

MY NOTES | OBSERVATIONS | QUESTIONS 
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January 15, 2023 KYW WK2 Recipe for God’s Will

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing from the message that stood out, challenged, or stretched you this week? 

2. Share a time when you wanted to know God’s will for you in a specicic situation and you went 
looking in the Bible for insight. How did you start? What did you cind? Share your story. 

3. How might regularly reading the Bible reveal God’s will for your life? Share your thoughts.  

4. Thinking back on what we discussed this morning, what are the 3 ways that principles are 
revealed in the Bible? Have you picked up on these before? Share some that you have discovered 
and how they impact your life. Share your thoughts. 

5. We realized that God reveals His will to us through His written Word. What is your best next 
step to engage in reading His Word this week? Share with the group so we can pray for you. 

6. Take a few minutes to SOAP through one of the passages referenced in the message today. These 
are found on the top of the notes page. You may want to include verses before/after the passage 
listed too. Share your insights with the group.  

Scripture: 

Observations: 

Application: 

Prayer: 

Prayer Requests:
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